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Another great performance enhancing product from Shooting-Performance (www.shooting-

performance.com), "Your Defensive Handgun Training Program" is the cutting edge functional

training program for developing skills needed to survive a high stress encounter. While there

are dozens of tactical handgun books out there with great material on technique alone, most

do not address the "how to train" questions. Training drills alone do not address the complex

needs of someone during a high stress encounter where lethal force might be needed, and this

book contains an entire program dedicated to all aspects of training for a fight. Addressed

within this comprehensive book is: Mental Preparation, Physical Preparation, Firearm Skill

Preparation, Alternate Methods of Training, The Training Design Cycle, and detailed drills

designed to train every aspect needed to survive. If you have ever wondered how you should

be spending your hard earned money on ammunition and precious time, then this book was

written for you.



Your Defensive Handgun Training ProgramMichael Seeklander“Mike Seeklander once told me

in regards to shooting, “We are all students of the game.” No truer words have ever been said

about the art of the gun, and this phrase has been echoed to my students many times. I have

had the fortunate opportunity to shoot with some of the greatest shooters the military has to

offer, and I have learned all that I know from the very best. I sought out Mike after articles I had

read in Front Sight magazine while putting together a marksmanship program, his training and

shooting lessons explained a lot to me and just made sense. Upon the first time we met at the

range it was apparent this man and I were speaking the same language, Mike has this affect

on all shooters. I have included Mike on almost every course I have developed, law

enforcement and military. His ability to understand the fundamentals and push you to be your

very best are unlike any instructor I have shot with. Mikes constant thirst for knowledge and

self-improvement are a constant reminder to us all, that we are still learning and growing in this

very dangerous business. Mike has shot with all walks of life, police, military, competitive, and

civilian shooters alike. His ability to speak, train, and learn from all are what make him one of

the very best in the business. I would go through the breech with Mike anytime. RLTW!”SFC

Jeramy SmithUnited States Army Marksmanship UnitInstructor GroupFormer75th Ranger

RegimentMarksmanship Program NCOICLead Instructor“I have had the privilege of working

with Mike on a daily basis for the better part of the last seven (7) years at the US Shooting

Academy. During this time I had a front-row seat to watch, observe and learn from one of the

finest shooters I have ever worked with. Furthermore, his ability to teach his craft might actually

be equal or better than his world-class shooting abilities. Last, personally knowing Mike’s

background, operational history and the extensive research he put into this book, I would

highly recommend it to anyone interested in increasing their ability to WIN THE FIGHT.”Brian

HillUS Shooting Academy - DirectorSergeant - Tulsa, OK Police Department“A trusted friend,

fellow Marine, author, World class competitive shooter and consistent name of choice for world

wide instruction within all aspects of firearms, tactics and the complete arena of self defense

training. In my 35 plus years of being involved with trainers and operators within the profession

of arms from “The halls of Montezuma, to the shores of Tripoli”, I would be hard pressed to

Identify a handful of others that fall into Mike’s complete and gifted skill sets! Simply said, this

cat is the “Total package”!! Enjoy the book!!!”B.K. DeLauter1st Sgt United States Marine Corps

(Retired)“I am proud to say that have I not only trained with Mike Seeklander, but can also call

this man a true friend. His passion and dedication to making individuals better is second to

none. There are many coaches and shooting instructors in today’s modern era, but what sets

Mike apart is his willingness to adapt to what ACTUALLY WORKS!!!! Every man and woman,

Special Operations unit and law enforcement agency have different needs when it comes to

training. What Mike does it look at the big picture and place those individual needs above

everything else. Mike has spent years bringing the disciplines of shooting and combatives to a

place of actual legitimate effectiveness. He has worked hard at tying them together for not only

the modern warrior, but for the everyday civilian as well. Being able to shoot nice tight shot

groups at a bullseye is great, but how does that transfer to your everyday life? How do I

actually fend off an attacker and then place rounds on target at the appropriate time and

WHEN IT REALLY COUNTS? With Mike, he is able to take tactical application and training

value, look at YOUR individual needs and create a plan that sets you on a course for

SUCCESS. If you are looking at adding something to your tool box or just needing a solid

training plan Mike Seeklander is going to get you prepared. From the first time users to



experienced Special Operations warriors, he continues to hone the skills that will allow you to

reach your goals.RLTWSFC Eric Davis75th RGR RGT RSTB Marksmanship Program

Manager (2011-2012)Owner ESD SolutionsMcKinney, TXWarning:Firearms are potentially

dangerous and must be handled responsibly. The information contained in this training

program is not meant to be used by a novice, or by someone who has not received proper

instruction. The information in this book is intended for academic study only unless the reader

complies with and ensures that they receive proper instruction on the use of as well as safety

procedures required for firearm use. The author, Shooting-Performance, and any party

associated with either assume no liability if injury, death, or unintended damage occurs during

the use of this program, or from information contained in this book. If you do not wish to comply

with safe firearm practices, please return this book for a full refund, and do not read any further!

Also by Michael Seeklander:Your Competition Handgun Training ProgramCompetition

Handgun Training DrillsCompetition Handgun Training Drills and Skills Volume 1

(DVD)Competition Handgun Training Drills and Skills Volume 2 (DVD)Your Performance

Logbook (spiral bound and perfect bound versions)All available atYour Defensive Handgun

Training ProgramBy Michael SeeklanderCopyright © 2011 by Michael SeeklanderPrinted in the

United States of AmericaPublished by Shooting-PerformanceP.O. Box 2016Owasso, Ok

74055Direct inquiries and or order to the address above, orAll rights reserved. Except for use

in a review, no portion of this book may be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval

system, or transmitted in any form without the express written permission of the publisher. The

scanning, uploading and distribution of this book through the Internet or any other means

without the permission of the publisher is illegal and punishable by law. Please respect the

author’s rights and do not participate in any form of electronic piracy of copyrighted

material.Neither the author nor the publisher assumes any responsibility for the use or misuse

of information contained in this book.Digital book(s) (epub and mobi) produced by .Dedication:I

would like to dedicate this book to the following:1. My family. Without the support of my family, I

would be nothing. Thank you for your loving support of hours of hard work and time away!2.

The Shooting Athletes. If you own a firearm, and have ever actively competed against another

person for score, you are a shooting athlete. Most of the high performance material and

training factors I speak about in this book I got from you, or from competing on the shooting

circuit. A large amount of technical development comes from the shooters that have pushed

shooting technique to the next level. Thank you for allowing me to learn so much from you and

put it together.3. The Warriors. Without you, none of the freedom that Americans take for

granted would exist. With you I have spend hundreds of hours training with, discussing and

deciding what keys of performance are relative to combat, thus allowing me to refine what I

teach to other warriors. I truly hope this book helps you win the fight you are training for, and I

am forever indebted for those of you who have sacrificed everything. I owe special thanks to

those warriors who trained me and gave me the tools to stay out of harms way. I dedicate this

book to you for what you do and are doing to keep America free, while most people sleep

safely in their beds at night unaware of it. Without you, I would not be free to express myself

with this book!Introduction to the Author:If you don’t already know that I am a fan of Michael

Seeklander and his training, let me give you a quick run down of the last few years:In late

2009, when the decision was made to greatly expand the presence of guest instructors inside

of my Personal Firearms Defense DVD Series, Mike was one of the first guys I wanted to get

in. Not only did I find his thought and approach to training very practical, I also thought that he

had some unique concepts that would fit well into our video series. The hard part about picking

guest instructors is that they have to bring something significant to the table that expands the



diversity of the series, without directly contradicting anything else that we’ve already

established as valid. With a library, at the time, of over 30 DVDs, and plans to go beyond 60 (a

number we passed in 2012), I knew that Mike’s take on one handed firearms shooting &

manipulation would be a valuable addition that would stand the test of time. That DVD is still

one of our most popular titles… and Mike shares several of the same concepts in this book.In

2010, when we launched the Personal Defense Network, I knew that I was going to need a

world-class collection of regular contributors. These guys & gals would need to be able to

regularly produce cutting edge, insightful articles that would compliment our video clips. The

mission statement of PDN is to be the highest quality collection of defensive training

information on the Internet. That requires having the highest quality contributors. Mike joined

the staff and has been one of our most consistent providers of popular and important articles.

Again, I was pleased to grant Mike permission to reprint his articles on The Future of Defensive

Pistol Sights as a Appendix to this work. While I have not re-visited the option of red dots on

defensive firearms since the 1990’s, Mike’s objective research and experimentation with the

modern options has motivated me to give them another look. I expect that you may feel the

same way after you have finished reading.Also, during 2010, Mike graciously agreed to be a

guest on S.W.A.T. Magazine TV, a show that I both hosted and produced and sought to fill with

the best instructors in the industry. Mike’s contributions in his feature episode and our regular

“Question of the Week” segment were highlights of our second season.In 2011, when the time

came to pass the torch as the firearms guy on the award winning Outdoor Channel television

show “The Best Defense“, Mike was the universally agreed upon successor. I remain incredibly

proud of the work that I did with Michael Bane and Mike Janich during the first 3 seasons of

that groundbreaking show. Although it was time for me to move on and concentrate on other

projects, it would have been much harder to walk away if I wasn’t confident that the program

was going to be left with someone whom I could trust to be creative, competent and articulate.

Based on my work with Mike in person, on video and as the managing editor of PDN I knew

that he would take the show forward in a great direction. I was not surprised that he did a great

job with the 4th season of the show and I am excited to know that he is working on the 5th!So,

that brings us to 2012, during the spring Mike was part of a select group of instructors invited

to be one of the headliners on the first PDN Training Tour, a collection of training events that hit

every corner of the United States, with over 50 classes taught over a 4 month period in over 30

locations.Over the past few years, I have invited Mike to be part of every important multi-

instructor project that I have worked on, I have looked forward to our opportunities to work

together and I have grown to consider him a good friend. Of course, I was honored when he

invited me to review a draft of “Your Defensive Handgun Training Program“ and consider writing

a foreword. After reading the book, I can honestly say that it is the most comprehensively

produced roadmap for a self-directed defensive shooting program that I am aware of. This book

is a direct result of three things that I do not think you will easily find combined at this high a

level in any other author/instructor:1. Knowledge of Practical Skill Sets - Mike Seeklander is

one of the great researcher/experimenters of the training industry. I have never seen him off-

handedly dismiss any technique or tactic and I have personally witnessed him running through

drills with concepts that he was skeptical about, just to see if he was missing something

amazing. He has been a student in my own courses and I have known him to attend several

courses with other industry leaders in order to gain as much understanding as possible of the

options that are available so that he can combine them with his own thoughts and be sure that

he is using, and sharing, the most practical skills possible.2. Clear Communication Skills - Mike

Seeklander is a communicator. He possesses the skills necessary to convey information and



empower understanding in those who ware willing to listen and interested in learning. One of

the most powerful traits that he brings to the table in this regard is his motivation to exchange

knowledge. Mike is not merely a writer or a speaker… he truly understands working both sides

of an interaction in order to maximize productivity. Even in this book, with the written word often

being seen as a one-way communication mechanism, he has found several opportunities to

effectively engage the reader in thought problems, exercises and truly interactive

development.3. Understanding of Program Development – Mike Seeklander has honed his

ability to develop and manage training programs to an incredibly high degree. Given multiple

resume lines that start with “Director of Training” and include things like “Federal Air Marshals”

and “United States Shooting Academy”, one would expect that Mike knows how to run a

program. But, the ability to truly build a program that is specifically suited to achieving

appropriate goals for a given body of students is something special. Mike has demonstrated

the ability to build programs for elite military operators, law enforcement professionals from

every corner of that wide-ranging category, those interested in personal defense and even high-

level competitive shooters. In this book, he walks you through the process of building and

developing your own appropriate training program… and wisely allows for a few all-important

blanks to be filled in by you, based on your context and your training resources.There are a lot

of books on firearms training available to you, but only a small portion of them are really about

defensive firearms skills exclusively. There are many books about “fighting mindset” or general

defensive concepts, as well, though not all of them really distinguish vital aspects of personal

defense from the more offensive nature of military engagements or the more controlled context

of sport fighting. There are even a handful of books in the defensive shooting niche that offer

solid thoughts about training protocols and practice regimens, but usually only as an appendix

or obvious afterthought.I am only aware of one book that is a collection of practical defensive

shooting skills, the concepts that underlie them and a clear methodology for developing them.

Luckily for you, you are holding it.Train Well!-Rob Pincus-I.C.E. Training Company-August,

2012Welcome!Thank you for purchasing this training program/book. This training program will

take you to the next level in your skill development for the defensive use of your handgun

during a lethal encounter. This book will teach you how to train. I want to admit that I am a

shooter and professional instructor, not a writer. That being said, this book has been through

an extensive editing process, but some of you with a keen eye may catch areas that are written

in a manner less formal, which is my intent. I wanted to speak to you as shooters, in plain

English.Special thanks go to several people who have specifically helped me with this book

and the training program that accompanies it: Rich Brown – Editing, style, and grammar.

George Dobberstein - Technical editing, style, and grammar. Photograph Credits – Many of

the photos on this book were in my personal files and I want to give credit to the following for

the use of and help with photography:Mike JanichCheryl SeeklanderGeoff PortmanSteve

AryanTo order your copy of “Your Defensive Handgun Training Program” or other titles from

Shooting-Performance, please visit my website:Michael Seeklander BiographyI am known as a

nationally ranked competitor on the practical handgun competition circuit, however most people

fail to realize that I have extensive formal training and experience in the military and law

enforcement as an operational police officer, U.S. Marine, Federal Air Marshal, and Federal

firearms instructor. I also have formal training in delivering instruction as well as in all phases of

training development. I began my competitive shooting training to increase my skill level for a

future fight with a handgun or rifle. After getting my feet wet at a few competitions, I found

myself motivated to reach the elite levels of practical shooting. During this time I realized the

importance of using efficient and correctly designed training programs to help meet my



goals.While working full time, in various occupations, I have placed highly in every major

practical type shooting championship on the circuit. I have numerous wins at major matches

including a World Speed Shooting Championship (production class 2011 Steel Challenge) title,

second place finish at the 2007 European Handgun Championship, numerous top five finishes

at the U.S. National Handgun Championships, and over a close to a dozen state and area

championship wins. I am classified as a Grandmaster (multiple divisions) by the United States

Practical Shooting Association and a Master by the International Defensive Pistol Association.

As the Director of Training at the U.S. Shooting Academy, my primary focus is instructor

training, curriculum development, and specialized instruction. I have developed curriculum, and

specialize in teaching the following:Intermediate and Advanced Competitive Handgun Shooting

TechniquesOne Handed Survival Shooting TechniquesVehicle TacticsClose Quarters/ Extreme

Close Quarters Shooting TechniquesHigh Performance Handgun Techniques (combative

application of competitive technique)High Performance Rifle Techniques (translating the

performance side of competitive shooting to the combative arena)About Shooting-

Performance, my consulting/training company-I currently offer several other works,

includingYour Competition Handgun Training ProgramCompetition Handgun DrillsCompetition

Handgun Drills and Skills Volume 1 (DVD)Competition Handgun Drills and Skills Volume 2

(DVD)Your Performance Logbook (spiral bound and perfect bound versions)I began Shooting-

Performance () as a free information site where I could share my thoughts and lessons learned

with the shooting community. That evolved into consulting, coaching, and some published

material such as this book, and a couple others (that are being finalized as I write this), as well

as numerous magazine and forum articles. My original interest and passion lay not in teaching

specific technique (as I believe it should always evolve), but in getting shooters from all walks

of life to understand how to make their training more effective. Most of my students ask a

common question after they have a good grasp on how to perform the techniques taught in a

class, and that is: How should I train? Answering that question has been my passion ever

since. Promoting the concept of correct design and perfect execution of training programs (and

drills) was my primary motivator in developing Shooting-Performance.Please take the time to

visit my webpage, as there is a wealth of useful information in the form of web pages,

documents, and some video. You will also find a question form that will allow you to send me a

question and get answers. Please visit my website and drop me a line if you have a shooting

comment, question, or revelation.Contents:CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION AND

BACKGROUNDCHAPTER 2 DEFINING AND UNDERSTANDING “TRAINING”CHAPTER 3

THE TRAINING DESIGN AND EXECUTION CYCLECHAPTER 4 THE LEGALITIES OF SELF

DEFENSECHAPTER 5 SELECTING AND SETTING UP YOUR GUNS AND GEARCHAPTER

6 MENTAL PREPARATION FOR THE FIGHTCHAPTER 7 PHYSICAL PREPARATION FOR

THE FIGHTCHAPTER 8 DEFENSIVE HANDGUN TECHNIQUE’SCHAPTER 9 FIREARM

SKILLS TRAINING FOR THE FIGHTCHAPTER 10 DOCUMENTATIONAND MODIFICATION

OF YOUR TRAININGAPPENDIX 1- THE FUTURE OF DEFENSIVE PISTOL SIGHTS PART 1

AND 2APPENDIX 2- VISUAL TRAINING SYSTEMAPPENDIX 3- SHOOTING-

PERFORMANCE HANDGUN SKILLS TESTPROLOGUEI can distinctly remember the tone in

the instructor’s voice. Brad Delauter, a retired Marine and Federal Air Marshal tactics instructor

was speaking to a group of Federal Air Marshals on a cold January morning in 2002. He said

clearly and without a single bit of hesitation, “If you fail your mission you will affect the world as

we know it.”Wow! I thought, this is the real deal. The instructor continued his intense delivery of

a very scary message by saying, “If you lose the fight at 35,000 feet, the airplane you’re riding

on may be turned into a destructive missile traveling at 600 miles per hour heading toward the



heart of our nation. The crash very well might cause a series of events that will decimate the

United States economy and affect the worldand life as you know it today. There’s only one

option, and that is to win the fight.”I remember thinking, what had I gotten myself into? Me, a

young, relatively well-trained former police officer amongst a group of warriors who are

arguably the best I’ve ever met.Not just two months prior I was patrolling the streets of

Knoxville, Tennessee as a patrol officer for the Knoxville Police Department. Now, I amtraining

America’s elite warriors, the Federal Air Marshals, to react to and survive a gun battle in an

airplane at 35,000 feet. The critical importance of training these students was an overwhelming

responsibility that felt like a large boulder had been placed upon my shoulders. I guess you

could say the same for all of the instructors working at the Federal Air Marshal Training

Academy in Atlantic City, New Jersey. If we failed our training mission, and if our students failed

sometime in the future while responding to a terrorist threat, all might be lost. It became

incredibly clear to me at that point that training to perform correctly, on-demand, was a subject

that could not be taken lightly. It was now my job to make sure that every single word spoken to

these students and every single firearm training drill executed on the firearms range would

result in their ability to train themselves to perform on-demand correctly.I knew from my training

in the police academy, and with my own personal experiences shooting at the semi-

professional level for years, that every single action I executed in a training session resulted in

a trained reflex. TrainingFederal Air Marshals (FAMS) to respond correctly at 35,000 feet would

be a result of imparting the correct information. The instructor teaching the class on that

January morning made another thought provoking comment. He said, “There is no second

place winner in a gunfight at 35,000 feet.” And he is right. This is serious business, and these

guys take this business very seriously.I knew when I was hired by the FAM service that I would

be working aroundelite professionals. Men and women that came from all walks of life including

military special operations, law enforcement, the competitive shooting circuit, the martial arts

community, and pretty much every other intense profession you can imagine. I guess what I did

not realize was just how incredibly important my mission was to train these men. My

experience as a Federal Air Marshal Firearms Instructor, and the lead instructor for the

firearms training program for that agency shaped how I would think and feel about

performance.Initially I was hired as a civilian firearms instructor, but since I was still of age to

enter Federal Law Enforcement, months later I too would become an active Federal Air

Marshal. Credentialed as a Federal L.E.O. (law enforcement officer) and assigned to protect

airplanes against an impending threat of a second terrorist attack that we all thought would

surely come sometime after that fateful day in 2001.The one differentiating factor in what I had

done in the past and what I knew I might have to do in the future was a stark reality of

whatfailingin my current mission would mean. After all, in the past if I failed to do well at a

particular handgun match I simply lost a trophy. As a police officer, if I lost a gunfight it certainly

meant that I might die, or perhaps a partner would be killed. Failure as a FAM meant that my

partner and I, andhundreds ofpassengers would lose their lives. There was also the chance

that another thousand or more would lose their life on the ground when the airplane crashed.

Thousands of lives riding on my skill and ability to perform on demand?This was a totally

different level of results-based performance.My service as a Federal Air Marshal and my tenure

as an instructor would shape how I felt and thought about training, the importance of designing

training programs correctl,y and executing training sessions perfectly. There was simply no

other option and no other alternative, because to do things incorrectly in training environments

would surely result in a failure to perform when those skills were absolutely needed. The

concepts I will lay out in this book were built on the foundation of “having” to perform on



demand, not just hoping too. Take the time to reflect on some of my observations from the ultra-

serious training world that I was subjected to in the Federal Air Marshal Training Academy. I

know that if you willthe principles contained in this book to your own individual goals, then you

will betraining correctly.One of the best groups of instructors I have ever worked with. This is a

good part of the Federal Air Marshal firearm training cadre in Atlantic City, NJ. I am third from

the left.CHAPTER ONEIntroductionand BackgroundCovered in this chapter:1. Define

Training2. Discuss Action Vs. Intent3. Stuff vs. Fluff4. Technique Discussion5. Definitions6.

Chapter format and my writing style7. An overview of the training programA bit of background -

I felt like Jekyll and Hyde, the infamous man/monster that had dramatic shifts in personality

every time he drank his serum. The problem was that I turned even quicker and didn’t need a

bottle full of potion. The Jekyll and Hyde personalities were both trapped in my head. You see, I

train for and have focused on skill development as both a “Practical Competition Shooter“ and

“Tactical Defensive Shooter.” I have trained for success in both arenas and have spent the good

part of my life focusing on both arenas. If you spoke to different students of mine, you might get

two different stories, depending on which student you spoke to. One student may remember

me as the guy who spoke about fighting and tactics, and another may remember me as a

practical shooting coach. While these two arenas seem to be on opposite ends of the

spectrum, I say there is a common denominator in both. The commonality exists in the

founding principle that I decided to base this book on:Performance!My passion is shooting and

my specific interest is in performance at the top end of the competitive shooting spectrum. This

passion led me to shoot in almost every type of practical shooting match that exists, as well as

attend dozens of firearms courses. I also sought every opportunity to train with the best

shooters I could find with theintent to prepare myself to the highest level possible. On the other

side of the coin, as a member of the U.S. Military and law enforcement community, my initial

interest in performing well came from a need to protect others and myself if I ended up in a

shooting situation. This experience led me into the training business where for many years I

have spent most of my adult life training professionals to use their firearms for combative

purposes. Hopefully you are beginning to see the whole picture now and understand that why I

am inclined to focus on concepts that apply in both arenas. The common denominator that I

am really passionate about is performance. Performance, “on demand” (without warning), is

the common goal of both the professional warrior and competitive athlete. Each seeks the

same thing and will only find it one way, by training correctly.The Shooting-Performance

coaching program is designed to take an athlete or warrior as far as he or she wants to go,

within their personal shooting goals. Whether you are an athlete who competes in “practical”

type shooting competitions, or you are an elite warrior in a specialized military unit, you may

find it is very difficult to find a good coach unless you are at the Olympic level. I find it funny to

think that in arguably the hardest sports to master, there are no coaches. What is a coach?

And what is the difference between a coach and an instructor? A coach is a mentor who is

there for the entire process. He/she helps an athlete/warrior forge a pathway to success. An

instructor teaches information, yet in most cases loses contact with the student when the class

ends. While any good instructor will be an open book after the student graduates, most

instructional classes are designed to teach a student something during a period of time. Then it

is up to the student to forge his own path to success or failure. This book is different in that it

will show you how to be the “coach” of sorts. Contained within is the knowledge, and a

complete program that will enable you to train your own “performance on demand”.I can’t

remember how many times I have heard, “I don’t know how to train.” This book will show you

how. It is written with a stuff and “no fluff” style and it is broken down into multiple chapters that



you can easily follow. Each chapter concept is thoroughly explained, summarized and most

haveaction steps at the end. Read the material, learn from it, and use it in an actionable

manner.Background and Sources for this Book- This book is largely drawn from a compilation

of my experiences as a trainer, but beyond that I have drawn from about every reference you

can think of. Those of you that may have my first book (Your Competition Handgun Training

Program) will certainly see some overlap in material and concepts, as some of the material is

drawn from there. Otherwise, I want to credit the many instructors, shooters, and various

materials I have absorbed along the way and cannot credit due to lack of specific sources

where I got it. The truth is, I have been training and teaching and absorbing material for well

over twenty years now and I simply can not remember where I may have learned some of it.

Please consider looking at my reference materials for this book, as well as the recommended

reading list and purchasing some of those works, they will be well worth your

money.Introduction to This Program - This is a comprehensive training program that will show

you how to train and develop the skills necessary to survive a lethal encounter (A gunfight). I

own and have read dozens of books that focus on principles, tactics, and techniques. Some of

them are really great (and I recommend them), butmost of those books do not give actionable

information and something usable such as a complete training program you can follow. This

book does.I wanted this book to be something different. I wanted to lay a path that you could

follow and guarantee success in your training efforts. I know this means that you will have to

work at it and put the time in. If you are the person who will only touch your gun once per

month no matter what, I doubt my program will help you much. If however, you are willing to put

the practice time in to save your own life, then this book will guide you through the process. I

tried to stay away from useless knowledge and information that would bog you down in the

learning process. I guarantee that if you follow my program you will indeed train yourself to a

high level of preparation. At the time I write this, my intent is to leave most of the specific

defensive handgun technique to be learned in a class, or from a DVD. Having said this, I will

address the techniquethat I emphasize during the drills. The defensive handgun technique

section in this book that will do two things for you. It will help you find analyze and select good

techniques from other sources, and secondly it will give you enough material so you can

effectively do the drills in the development section. Once again, I recommend the DVD that

compliments this book if you learn better visually. The chapters in this book each serve a

different purpose:Chapter 1, Introduction and Background –This chapter introduces you to the

program, and my thought processes. It will help you understand where the material you are

about to read came from.Chapter 2, Defining and Understanding Training – This chapter

introduces you to the concepts and theories of training, and how they work. The chapter will

teach you more about how you learn, and give you some principles that a good training

program should follow.Chapter 3, Training Design and Execution Cycle – This chapter defines

and clarifiesthe TDEC (training design and execution) cycle that any good training program

should be designed with and vetted through. I will teach you that training is in fact a cycle that

never ends, allowing you to continue to push yourself to the next level. This chapter was initially

left out of the book. However due to the fact that a large number of readers might be designing

training for their own students, trainees, or themselves, I decided it was worth keeping. It

doesn’t directly affect any other training processes briefed in this book.Chapter 4,Legal

Preparation for the Fight - This chapter was mostly written by Marty Hayes, a real expert in

legal matters relating to self defense, especially with the use of firearms. His advice is

incredibly valuable, as well as simple and easy to read through and understand. At the end of

the chapter, I address some other concepts of legally carrying a firearm and possibly using it to



defend your life. Legal preparation is an often overlooked part of the self defense

puzzle.Chapter 5, Selecting and Setting up Guns and Gear - This chapter will show you how to

select and set up guns and gear for combative use. There are many different firearm models to

choose from, and as much gear to support them. I will break down what I look for in a firearm,

holster, and support related gear in this chapter.Chapter 6, Defensive Handgun Technique’s –

Since this book is not just about technique, this chapter will give you some thoughts on how

you should go about finding good sources of technique, and how to evaluate and weed out

those information sources that will be a waste of your time and money. This chapter also

contains the material you will need to understand and utilize the dry and live fire training drills. I

strongly recommend you get your technique from a better source than a book, either real

instruction or a video format like the DVD that will be produced to compliment this book. There

simply is no other way to learn something with the same level of effectiveness. Even though

this book is not about technique, I felt it important that I cover enough so that you could read

through and understand the technique and terminology referenced in the drills. This section is

what I know to be the best technique to date and comes from a wide variety of sources. I give

credit to instructors who taught me the technique where applicable, but understand that I have

been around many different instructors over the years, so if I missed someone who should be

thanked or credited, thank you.Chapter 7, Mental Preparation for the Fight – This chapter will

guide you through the process of mentally preparing yourself for a fight. Not many of us were

born with the desire to harm others. Therefore, this chapter will help you prepare your mind by

breaking down the process of developing skills programs, teaching you the importance of

visualization, and giving you some tools to control your stress levels during a lethal encounter.

Additionally this chapter will also help you mentally connect better to your training, and

increase the value of each training repetition you execute.Chapter 8, Physical Preparation for

the Fight – This chapter addresses the much-overlooked physical fitness aspect of winning a

fight. I often hear how a gun toting individual will simply shoot someone if they are attacked, but

often that response is difficult if not impossible to pull off in certain situations. Being physically

fit is a huge part of succeeding in any venue, from high level competitive shooting to a gunfight.

This chapter will teach you how to prepare.Chapter 9, Firearms Skills Training for the Fight –

This chapter is largely the “meat and potatoes” of the book, and it addresses how to develop

your shooting skills to the highest levels through dry fire and live fire drills in preparation for that

lethal day when you have to use them. I drew largely from my experience in the high

performance competitive handgun world in writing this chapter, as competitive shooters have

taken high performance shooting to the next level. It should be clearly understood that there is

a difference in combative use of the handgun and competitive use of it, but there are also many

parallels. This chapter will explore those similarities.Chapter 10, Documentation and

Modification of you Training – I could not write a training program without addressing the

concept of documentation. Even though you may not capture the same detailsas you would

while training to shoot a handgun match, documentation is still a critical part of the process. In

my other book “Your Competition Handgun Training Program”, I strongly recommend

documenting all training sessions. This includes a training logbook I developed called “Your

Performance Logbook” to address this need. This chapter will also show you how to review,

analyze, and modify your training program and drills once you have gone through the training

cycle. If you are training to win a gunfight, there can never be a state of “good enough” in

regards to your training. You can always push your skill to the next level, and should do so

constantly. This chapter will show you how.(Appendix 1) Visual Training System – This chapter

comes directly from my book, “Your Competition Handgun Training Program” and addresses



developing your visual skills to the next level. The faster you can see, the faster you can

recognize and shoot.(Appendix 2) The Future of Handgun Sighting Systems – I discuss what I

think will be the trend in the future of handgun sights, electronic red dot sights in this chapter.

While there will always be lots of handguns that have standard sights (post and notch), I think

that using a red dot sight on handguns will soon be as common as they are on rifles. In this

chapter, I will show you what I have found about this concept through testing and evaluation of

a red dot on my handgun.(Appendix 3) Shooting-Performance Handgun Skills Test – This is a

great test to take before you begin the program (if you already have some experience), as well

as during your use of my program to measure where you are in terms of skill.Think of each

chapter you go through as a step in the process you need to go through to develop your skill

and truly prepare yourself for a lethal encounter.Action Vs. Intent - Spend your time doing

things that are all of good use and do nothing that wastes your time. This book exists because I

have spent countless hours wasting my time with a technique, or training method that failed to

produce results. I hope to greatly reduce your own exploration process, and also teach you

how to think analytically about a new technique or training method. Spend every available

moment working toward your goals, even if it is something small, DO SOMETHING. Action

rules. This book will “take you by the horns” and guide you through each step in the process. At

the end of mostchapters, you will find an action plan with exercises, assignments, and the

material paraphrased so you can do a “quick reference” anytime you like. I also suggest you

start a “to do” list of sorts and add things you want to accomplish at the end of each

chapter.Your next move will be to take action on those things. I will close by saying that there is

a big difference between “action” and “intent.” Everyone has intent, and if you are reading this

book you likely have great “intentions” but great intentions never got anyone anywhere. Follow

this program and do the work.Stuff vs. Fluff - The stuff vs. fluff term is one I coined, along with

my good friend Rich, many years ago. We had a common saying when we read a book or

watched a class that the material was either “fluff” or “stuff.” Fluff is the material that authors

use to fill chapters and increase the price of their books. Or tactics and techniquesinstructors

may use to add an extra day and charge more for a class. The “stuff,” is the material of real

value. These are the things that will take you to the next level. Most often this information is the

stuff that will stick with you without a note taken. If I were to ask you what you remembered

from any training manual, video, or program you participated in, the things you could write

down from memory would more than likely be the “stuff.” I worked ensure what you read in this

book is the stuff, so if you hit a chapter that does not apply to you, simple skim over it and

focus on one that does.Technique- You may wonder why the chapters aren’t labeled “The

Perfect Drawing Technique” or “How to reload real fast.” You will notice that I focus more on the

fundamentals of training than specific techniques themselves. Although this book does contain

a section on technique, I promised myself when I started this project that this would not be

another “Here is how to do a draw or reload” book. Rather, it is a manual on understanding the

concepts of high performance training methods and a complete program to facilitate that goal.

For that reason, rather than just tell you what technique I use, I show you how to analyze

different techniques using objective analysis. This teaches you to pick the right ones based on

your dynamics. This allows you to select techniques that work for you and build your individual

style. Please understand that technique by itself is very important, yet not the only ingredient

for success. Think about it for a minute. If you were to interview the ten bestshooters (on the

planet) and ask them all the exact same questions about how they perform certain techniques,

it is likely that you would get ten different answers. Since the ten best shooters achieved similar

results with different variations of the techniques, then the common denominator can’t be



technique, can it? Don’t get me wrong, I pay attention to how I train and the techniques I use,

but I don’t treat any one thing as the gospel. Students I worked with five years ago, or even a

year ago may have received a slightly different version of what I teach today. Technique is (and

always should be) evolutionary.Definitions -In order for you to understand what is contained in

this book, it is important that you understand some of the terms I use. Here they are:

Combative- I use this term in the bookto differentiate training purposes. Combative means to

use in combat, and not necessarily military combat. This word refers to training for offensive or

defensive use of a firearm against a person or animal. This ranges from a legal concealed

carry holder using a gun in self-defense to an elite military operator using the gun in an

offensive attack. Defensive – I use this term much like the word combative, and it means the

use of the firearm in self-defense. Competitive- This term refers to training for competition in

a scored event. This type of reference is directed toward the sporting purpose of the gun.

Operator- This term is used to describe professional military or law enforcement personnel who

carry and use firearms in the performance of their missions. Athlete/Shooting Athlete- I use

this term for competitive individuals who engage in a firearm sport of any type. Lethal

encounter–This phrase refers to any situation where there is an immediate or impending threat

of death or serious bodily harm due to an attack from a human or animal.Chapter Format and

my writing style– I admit I am a professional trainer and shooter. I spent my entire life training

and teaching what I write about in this book. I address you, the reader, inthe first person.

Hopefully this will feel as though I were speaking directly to you. This is less formal, works best

for me and hopefully allows you to easily understand what I am guiding you to do. Please focus

on the information and intent to get the material across as bluntly and efficiently as possible

without grammatical flare. My only goal is to clearly relay information as efficiently as

possible.Program Overview – This training program is not a “XX week” program like my

competition-training program that you find in my book: “Your Competition Handgun Training

Program.” It is a life long program. While training cycles can be broken down in length, there is

no end to a self-defense program unless you want to lose the skills you have worked for. In a

later section, I give you a thorough understanding of how you actually learn, and one of the

learning factors for any skill is that it must be trained repetitively and regularly. The following

table will list the elements of the program that you will go through during your training year. It is

the minimum I recommend if you are serious and want to really increase your skill. The

program can/should be repeated multiple times, and one of the last chapters of this book

discusses the process of reviewing your notes and modifying your program. All training drills

are in my program simple, yet effective.One last thing, I strongly suggest you read this entire

book before beginning the program. This will give you an overview of the entire system (I call

this a systematic approach to training), that includes the mental, physical, technical and legal

aspects of training for the defensive use of a firearm.An overview of the program (you may

modify this slightly under my guidance, I am available for consultation).Training ModuleTime

Invested (per week)Live Fire. 1-3 live fire training sessions per week (A, B, and C training

session each focusing on a key skill area). The program is also designed to allow you to do

more or less depending on your individual circumstances.1-3 hoursDry Fire. 3-5 dry fire

training sessions per week (These 15 minute session will focus on your manipulation skills).1+

hourMental Preparation. Weekly mental toughness routines (Mental training will help you

connect better with what you are doing and perform on demand)1+ hourPhysical Preparation.

3+ physical fitness training sessions per week is strongly recommended.3 hoursYour total time

invested (including your fitness routine):4-8 hoursSafety Rules - Without Safety, my goal in

writing this book will never be met! Here is your warning: Firearms training is a risky business



even for an experienced person. We must always be very aware of the fact that we are using

extremely dangerous tools that could harm others or ourselves at any time. For these reasons,

I require that you follow these safety rules anytime you are around firearms. If you do not

understand, or if you are new to shooting, then I strongly recommend that you find a competent

instructor or training academy to assist you in your initial training. If you do not agree, then drop

the book in the mail to me for a refund. This is non-negotiable! Please read each of the

following rules in detail:Always treat every firearm as if it were loaded all the time.Always keep

the firearm pointed in a safe direction – a direction where a negligent discharge would cause

minimal property damage and zero physical injury.Always keep your trigger finger off the

trigger and outside of the trigger guard until you have made a conscious decision to

shoot.Always be sure of your target, backstop, and beyond, as well as items in the foreground

that may deflect bullets causing injury.Always have an emergency plan, communication device,

and first aid kit available in case of a range accident.Chapter Summary and Action steps:1.

Review and ensure you understand the safety rules, and general firearm safety.2. Make a

decision to choose action versus intent. This book was written to give you a training program

that will help you save your life, or the lives of others.3. Consider reading this entire book

before planning and beginning your training sessions (the range part of this book).4. Get your

mind prepared to think. The next STEP gets a bit technical, but don’t worry, it’s worth the brain

strain!CHAPTER TWODefiningandUnderstanding"Training"Covered in this chapter:1. Purpose

of Training2. The Learning Process3. Principles of Effective Training4. Parts of a Training

Program5. An overview of the training programPurpose of Training Program - What is training?

If you asked five different people, you may get five different answers. One definition that I like

best is: “acquiring of skill.” While the definition is only three words, the key word is “skill.” Skill

could also be defined in simple terms, but for most shooting related goals there is much more

to that word than meets the eye. Simply developing or improving physical skill is a goal in most

training programs. Yet in order to succeed at a complex goal much more is needed than

physical skill. Decision-making skills (tactics), visual skills, marksmanship skills, manipulation

skills, movement skills, all tied together with mental preparation are needed to meet the goal of

successfully using a handgun to defend yourself. In order to develop all of those skills, you

need to train. If you want to be effective in finding and putting all of the pieces together, you will

need a comprehensive and effective training program. A “program” consists of all of the

elements or parts that make the whole preparation process work. If you attempt it one piece at

a time you will rarely get the desired results. Thusly, it is the synergetic effect of all the

elements working together that produces the desired outcome.How we learn -What happens

when you do something repetitively that causes you to “learn” a skill? The answer is a bit long,

but well worth the education. When we repeat a physical movement, we learn it by improving

our neurological and cognitive ability to process information and fire our muscles (by nerve

impulses). We can break down learning into two areas: Subconscious processing /

Mylenation (Nerve impulse transmission improvement). This is the ability to become more

efficient in the movement at a purely physical level by increasing the ability of the nerve/muscle

connection to improve. This happens by a process called mylenation, which is defined as: “the

change or maturation of certain nerve cells whereby a layer of myelin forms around the axons

which allows the nerve impulses to travel faster.” In simpler terms, when we practice something

we cause a group of nerve cells to fire muscles and cause them to do something, all beginning

at our control center (the brain). When we repeat this process, certain cells secrete a

substance called myelin, which increases the speed that those nerves can transmit a signal,

and thus fire a muscle causing them to do something. The more we repeat the movement, the



more we coat that particular pathway with myelin, and the more efficient the action becomes

because the signal travels faster. Our subconscious has been named by some as our “skills

factory.”1 The subconscious learning process is simple to understand, yet difficult to explain. In

scientific circles, the subconscious is known as an extremely powerful storage area of the brain

that will run what I call a “skill program” when prompted. This is because when we learn a skill

through repetition our subconscious stores these skills we have programmed for future use.

The subconscious learns without filtering the information and does not analyze input as right or

wrong. In other words, if you practice a move incorrectly, you may consciously know you are

doing it wrong, but the subconscious is still recording the move as a learning experience even

though it is wrong. I will get into more detail about this in the mental section of this book.

Conscious processing. At the conscious level, we learn through our senses and memorize

information. Conscious learning is based on increasing the decision-making ability and reacting

quicker to something we perceive through our senses. We see, hear, smell, and feel things that

relay information to our brain. We learn by filtering the input that comes in through our senses

and store the information in an analytical manner. While this is great, it does not mean that we

can rely on the conscious and its logic to help us operate under stress. That is the role of the

subconscious, as it is much more powerful and useful when we need to process information

and react extremely fast.Where firearms skills are developed- If you asked all shooters this

question, 95% of them would probably say, “On the range while you are shooting.” The 5% of

the shooters who said something different are probably the professionals

(ProfessionalShooters and Warriors) who know the real answer. They would tell you that skill is

developed in multiple areas such as dry fire practice, live fire practice, mental (focus) practice,

and supplemental training such as physical fitness training, visual training, and proper

planning. This skill would obviously be accompanied during its development by learning correct

“tactics” for the individual’s environment. In terms of shooting I personally think the majority of

skill needed to manipulate and fire a handgun, rifle, or shotgun with a high level of skill can be

developed with proper instruction and then a relentless amount of dry fire practice, with very

little live fire. Even so, reaching a high level of skill is much easier if the end user takes a

systematic approach to training rather than a linear approach and just focusing on one area at

a time. If I had to chart what was important to skill development I would draw it like this:Notice

that dry fire practice is the biggest area. Just dry firing and manipulating your firearm with the

proper training drills will dramatically increase your ability because manipulation of the weapon

is one of the most important areas of skill you will need to develop. The great news is that dry

fire manipulation training can be done almost anywhere, and without spending a dime on

ammunition. As long as you recognize its limitations, dry fire training will be a big key to your

future success. I know of at least one top shooter who has built world level skill without firing

more than about two thousand rounds per year (and most times much less) while other

professional shooters often shoot more like thirty thousand rounds per year or more. Live fire

training sessions should ultimately be reserved for the improvement of the firing cycle, which

isthe process of controlling recoil, manipulating the trigger, and monitor the alignment of the

gun (through the sights if necessary) while doing the first two.I design almost all of my training

drills to improve different elements of the firing cycle while still supporting the manipulation

skills built during dry fire. The better you are at doing these things, the better you will be at

hitting your target. The cycle might be slightly different for different guns. I expand on the

technique and mechanics behind this cycle in the technique section. A visual example of what

the firing cycle consist of can be seen in this flow chart on the next page:The Firing Cycle for a

Semi-Automatic Handgun or Rifle:The cycle looks simple, but the actual act of “shooting” and



hitting one’s intended target happens during this cycle. The skills we really need to learn to

shoot well can be found in the firing cycle and must be developed with live fire training. Other

skills, such as manipulating the firearm can be developed elsewhere (dry fire, etc.).The Six

Principles of effective training- In order for a training program to be effective, it must follow

certain principles. Failure to contain or follow even one of these principles will render a program

ineffective. Although I have provided a program for you in this book, by the end of it you should

thoroughly understand how to develop your own program. Validate your program by comparing

it against these principles on a regular basis.1. Training drills must be designed correctly. This

is the first validation of your program. It could not be simpler, but this is often the area that I see

wrong with most programs and/or drills that I have come across during my career. The learning

goals must be thought out and clearly defined and then applied throughout the drills. Even

programs developed with the best intent will be problematic if you don’t pay attention to design.

I will expand on this in the “Training Design Cycle” section. The two key areas you should

validate in the design of your program are:a. Skills developed must be compatible with the key

factors involved: Environment, Gear, and Dynamics. This means that you must ensure that you

are developing skills that correlate with the circumstances you might need them. For example,

if you lived in an extremely cold climate, and spent your training time in an indoor range, you

may never learn what it is like to shoot with gloves on, yet you likely wear them every day.b.

Skills developed must replicate the actual key skills needed. Although I freely admit that this is

an area that some really good shooters/operators argue about, because everyone has a

slightly different idea about techniques and tactics.2. Training repetitions must be executed

perfectly. This principle is simple, and is a key component to success. Repetitions must be

done as correctly as possible or the skills developed (mylenated) will be wrong. Under duress

the skill developed (the “program”) will not give the result desired.3. Training sessions must be

done at regular intervals. In order to develop skill (purpose of training), the brain and

neuromuscular system must be exposed to developmental sessions on a regular basis. How

often is very much debated. It will generally depend on ones goal. But across the board almost

all of the experts agree that development must take place a minimum of two times or more

every week during the initial learning phase. In order to maintain a skill only one time per week

may be necessary.4. Training sessions must be documented. In order to monitor the program’s

success, training programs must be documented. Key metrics should be written down for future

reference, and you will use this data to modify the program as you go.5. Skills and abilities

developed must be measured. Simply “feeling” that you are improving is unproductive. Take the

time to record and measure your skills on a regular basis. Someone once said, “Something

that can be measured could be improved.” Measure your skills regularly to guide you through

the program modification phase. Measurement may consist of time factors or accuracy factors

or a combination of both with a keen awareness that tactical procedures are followed.6. The

Program must be modified based on results (game day). A good training program MUST be

modified. If not, results will stagnate and skills will remain in one place. Unless you desire this,

you will need to reflect on your training logs and modify your program to continue your

evolution.Parts of a Training Program–A full training program has multiple parts. Each has a

purpose in keeping your training organized and executable. I will develop some parts of your

program in this program, such as the drills, schedule, phases, etc. You should do the others.

Your yearly plan and monthly training matrix must be planned and built by you as only you

know your schedule. Let me introduce you to the parts of a full program:Yearly Plan- This

document (you could build a written document or use a calendar) gives one the big picture. It

includes the entire yearly training sessions and events you plan to attend. It doesn’t really



matter if you are working toward a competitive goal or a combative goal; it is good to have a

document so you can view the entire year. Normally, I recommend that you do training in

cycles, specializing on one skill area or weapon type at a time, with support training done for

the other skills or weapon systems. Your goals will dictate how your year is broken down. Since

you are interested in honing your defensive handgun skills, that will probably be your focus, but

an example of honing that skill through a training cycle (8-12 weeks), and maintaining another

might be found in someone who is in the military and needs to keep their skills sharp with a

rifle or other weapon systems at the same time.Monthly Training Matrix- This document is built

to give you an overview of the training sessions you will do weekly. It gives a generic look at

what type of training you will execute. Additionally, your matrix documents the frequency and

duration of each training session. We all have busy lives and many of us have multiple training

priorities. A monthly training matrix will help those that have numerous skills to maintain or

develop stay organized and ensure they address all of their skill needs through the use of a

dedicated planning and scheduling. If you are in a line of work that requires you keep multiple

skills honed, then laying out your monthly training blocks in some sort of matrix like this is a

must.Daily Training Plan-For this program I will provide your daily plan through the training

program. After you complete the program, ensure you continue to have some sort of daily

training plan for your sessions. A daily training plan is just as simple as it sounds. It is a written

plan that guides you through your training session. It should contain all details about what you

plan to do in that particular session, except the intimate details of each drill. That specific

material is found on the drill sheets. If you plan your training in advance, you can type your

training plans up and take notes, modifying them as necessary. There is also nothing wrong

with handwriting what you plan to do in a given session. Just make sure you have a plan before

you hit the range.Training Drills Sheets- Drill sheets include everything you would need to know

about the drill, including purpose, target setup, round count, recommended repetitions,

measurement metrics, visual cues, key points and drill details (what to do when performing).

The drill sheets for the program in this book are in chapter 9 and are both live fire and dry fire

drills. The main thing to remember about the training drills is that they are each designed to

allow you to work on key areas of skill, sort of like developing pieces of a puzzle. Then when

you need to finally put any given puzzle together (lethal encounter), you can simple plug them

in where necessary.Documenting Paperwork- The name is self-explanatory. You need to track

your training performance so you know if you are improving, how fast, and what you need to do

to shift course (I will discuss the training design cycle in the next chapter). I use a training

logbook to document my sessions with pre-formatted sheets. Each one is designed so I can

easily document the session and how I performed. The sheets are also carefully designed to

make sure that I document the things that I need to analyze my training and judge my results. I

did not document the numbers in the past like I do now, and I regret that deeply. The data I did

not write down and overlooked may very well have taken me to new levels along the

way.Chapter Summary and Action steps:1. Purpose of a training program is to develop skill,

and the skill developed will reflect the training repetitions done in the program.2. Mylenation is

the process by which we learn. A “mylenated” nerve pathway becomes a habit, or

subconscious routine that the body will use to execute a skill. If the routine is written incorrectly,

that will be the result when the skill is used.3. Firearms skills are developed in a variety of

ways, including live fire, dry fire, and support training.4. The six principles of effective training

are:a. Training sessions must be designed correctly.b. Training repetitions must be executed

perfectly.c. Training sessions must be done at regular intervals.d. Training sessions must be

documented.e. Skills and abilities developed must be measured.f. The Program (training) must



be modified based on results5. Parts of a training program consist of a yearly plan, monthly

training matrix, daily training plan, and training drills sheets.6. Your training program will require

a logbook so now is the time to order one like I use, or purchase something you can use to

document your future training sessions.CHAPTER THREEThe TrainingDesignand Execution

CycleCovered in this chapter:1. Definition of the Training Design and Execution Cycle

(TDEC)2. Fundamental Concepts3. Modification of a Training Program4. GoalsWhy this

Chapter?–This chapter contains material that I initially decided to leave out. In reflection, I

decided to include it because I know many of you who own this book might be in the profession

of instructing, or designing training programs and methods for someone else. Knowing that, I

felt understanding the Training Design and Execution Cycle (TDEC) was critically important.

For those whowill never teach another person and just plan on using this book to train yourself,

I still feel that understanding the principles behind the TDEC is important. You can use that

material in the evolution of your own programs and drills.Fundamental Concepts–The TDEC is

a system used to design programs to meet a set objective. I label the system as a cycle

because it is cyclical and never ends. More simply, the TDEC is more of a way to approach

training and training program design rather than a specific set of rules that have to be followed.

In any training program, training design and execution are the fundamental keys to your

success. Even for an individual, these subjects are the secret to success if you want to train

yourself to high levels of performance. It does not matter whether you have defensiveor

competitive performance goals, how you design and execute training sessions will either

hamper your performance or allow you to maximize it. Remember, technique is something that

should be constantly evolving and no one person has the best solution. The principals I am

about to cover are much more important than technique. Let’s break them down:Training

Design- Have you ever made an error during a time of high stress performance? Perhaps

during a match, a fun steel plate shootoff with your buddy, or even a real world event, and while

you made the mistake you knew you were making it? A simple example of this would be a

USPSA/IDPA (practical handgun match) shooter moving through a stage and shooting a bad

shot at a steel target where he knew he was going to miss the steel. Meaning he saw the bad

sight picture, or gun move when he pulled the trigger. Instead of following through and shooting

again to hit the steel he automatically transitions to the next target and can’t stop the process

from happening!Why didn’t he just follow through and get the hit?Because he trained himself to

do exactly what he did. This is the result of a possible training design error. The bottom line is

that this shooter trained himself to transition off the steel target before confirming the hit first. If

we make an error in the design of a training drill, and then repeat that drill over and over again,

guess what? We will train ourselves to make a mistake. Imagine the consequences for

someone in a real life situation if you train yourself to make a mistake under stress. So what is

the solution?The solution is to simply take the time to really assess what result we want from

our hard spent training time. You have to look at each micro-component within a technique and

ensure that your training repetitions mirror the results you require when “on mission” (during a

lethal encounter). Once you know exactly what skills you wish to be able to perform on

demand, and the small components of each technique done correctly, you can design your

training program to enhance those skills. If you fail to pay attention to the small details you wish

to “ingrain” then it is likely that you could train mistakes into your subconscious memory. When

the chips are down, those improperly written programsare what your subconscious will refer to.

In the example above (missing the piece of steel and transitioning off of it), the shooter

probably spent many hours training to shoot at the steel targets. Rather what he should have

done was confirm the hit with a good follow through technique. If in practice he regularly



transitioned off a missed plate without following through, then that is what he wrote into his

subconscious memory and trained himself to do.An example in a defensive scenario is one

where a person fires two shots in self-defense and immediately pulls the gun back to a high

ready position without following through and “staying in the fight” ensuring that the threat is

actually down. This “fire two and stop” mentality comes from range training where shooters do

not have to assess the threat after they fire (because we mostly train on paper targets that do

not respond). Be careful how what drills you use or design, because every repetition you do will

be recorded for future use. Make sure the design of what you are practicing will result in correct

programs.Training Execution- Execution is the process of performing (i.e. executing) the drills

within the program you have designed (remember correct design is the first step). The old

adage is that you must practice perfectly in order to perform perfectly. This is absolutely true,

and making mistakes during the execution phase will train you to fail. Poor attention to detail or

a lazy work ethic during training sessions will result in imprinting a wrong technique into your

subconscious mind. When the chips are down, you will perform wrong.After verifying that your

program is designed correctly, pay particular attention to performing the training repetitions

during practice sessions perfectly. If you are not in the right frame of mind and can’t do this,

you are better off not training that day. Use your training logbook to remind you of this. I have a

short paragraph that I read before each training session that reminds me of what I need to do.

During the training session, if you find yourself losing focus, then quit or take a break. Do not

continue if the training repetitions can’t be executed correctly. I cannot emphasize this enough.

Just remember that every repetition of a practice drill is written into your subconscious memory

and potentially stored permanently. You literally “become what you practice”. Once something

is “ingrained” it is very, very hard to retrain and takes about twice the work to reprogram that

skill correctly. Pay attention to the small stuff. This is where I have found that most people are

lacking, they spend their training time doing drills just for the sake of “training” while having no

clue what they are actually working on. They fail to pay attention to the small technical details

that are critical to building that particular skill.There is a big difference between shooting and

training. A monkey can shoot if taught to pull a trigger on a loaded gun. Training is much

different because when you train properly each and every repetition done is experienced in

painstaking detail, and an attempt is made to progress forward in skill with each repetition. I like

to call this mental connection. My point is that all of the practice ammunition and hundreds of

hours of training will not help you meet your goals if you do not find a route to get to your

destination (training design), and watch the road (training execution) during the journey.The

Design and Execution Cycle- How do the best shooters constantly push themselves to the next

level? They constantly modify their training to meet their changing goals. And they constantly

set the bar higher each time they accomplish a goal. Now that you understand what training

design and execution are, I will attempt to describe the “Training Design and Execution

Cycle“ (T.D.E.C.) and offer what it will do for you. What is this cycle?The Training Design and

Execution CycleTo put it bluntly, it is the cycle that MUST be gone through to continue toevolve

to the next level.Obviously, if we meet our initial goal, then the next step when redefining the

goal is to set the bar higher. This is the process that the best shooters in the world use to

become “excellent” at what they do. They keep pushing to the next level. Eventually, physical

gains will slow and seem to stop, but there is always a “next level” if the desire to find it is there.

This cycle repeats itself as many times as necessary to meet the goal. Let’s break each

component down:Step 1 - Define the Goal (i.e. training objective): This is where we begin our

design and execution cycle, by defining our goal. For some of you, your mission may define

your goal. Refer to the cycle again, and you will see “dynamic or static” as a subset of defining



the goal. My definition of a static goal is one that contains a defined, measurable objective that

is unchanging. Once you maximize and meet this goal you are there. A dynamic goal is one

where the end state is harder to define in numerical terms. A dynamic goal cannot be

maximized, as theoretically there is always a higher level. Most of you will be setting dynamic

goals if you are interested in performing on demand during a lethal encounter. Even if your end

goal is dynamic, you will probably also have some static performance goals that are specifically

measurable too. Lastly, all goals should be clearly defined and written down.TIP: I highly

recommend defining of all of your goals or objectives and writing them down. A goal not written

down is a goal never made.Step 2 – Define the Standards:Okay, now it’s time to get very

specific about the details of meeting your target goal. You will refine, or possibly re-define your

end goal in this step (if your initial goal is flawed). You will be looking at two areas when you do

your needs analysis: skills needed and resources required to meet the goal. This step is the

analytical step where we define what we need to do to meet the goal. The detailed steps to this

process are: Set a target date for the first performance measurement. There may be multiple

dates in this step if your goal includes multiple measurement steps. I recommend this and

never recommend setting one target date for one goal, because this does not allow time to

adjust or modify the program (see modify design, the last step in the process). Verify that the

target date is realistic (if not we may have to modify our date, or our plan). This step may be

difficult for you if you are new to the skills you are trying to develop, so I recommend consulting

an expert to verify you are on the right track. Set the specific standards of performance (how

will we judge our training programs success?). I call these “performance goals”. This could vary

greatly depending on your goal. My standard of performance may be completely different than

yours if I want to win a national championship and you want to qualify on your state firearms

qualification at 90% of the maximum score or better. Standards of performance should be as

specific as possible, and don’t think for a second that you should have one standard of

performance. For example, let’s look at what the standards of performance may be (just a few

of them) for each of the previous examples (nationals win and qualification goal). You will see

that each of those goals has multiple standards of performance.Win USPSA National

Championships standards of performance-Perform all firearm manipulations within 95% of the

same speed as the top competitors.Shoot 95% of the available points on each stage.Shoot

95% of the stage winners time on each stage.Shoot 97% of the available points on the (El

Presidente) standards stage.Etc.Qualify on State Firearms Qualification scoring 90% or higher

standards of performance-Score 100% 5 ring hits on the 3-yard line.Score 100% 5 ring hits on

the 5-yard line.Score 90% 5 ring hits on the 7-yard line.Score 90%5 ring hits on the 10-yard

line.Etc. Identify the skillsnecessary to meet this standard of performance. This is where you

will have to possess some knowledge about the skills you are trying to acquire. In this step, you

will list in a very detailed manner all of the skills you will need to meet your standards of

performance. You already have the standards of performance listed so you should have most

of these skills written down. The sub-components of each major skill should also be listed here,

so when you develop your training drills you will easily be able to develop drills that will allow

you to increase skills in all areas. Be very detailed here, and consider reaching out to an expert

if you are new or inexperienced. Prioritize the skillsneeded to meet this standard of

performance(Higher priority skills will be addressed first in our training program). If you are like

most people, you have a limited amount of time to train. Everyone eventually reaches one

limitation in life, and that is usually the lack of time. For this reason, prioritizing the identified

skills is a key part of the process, because this will allow you to build your actual program in

order to emphasize training the most important skills first, and with the greatest portion of your



training time. A higher priority skill set on the path to meeting your goal will be trained before a

lower priority skill set. While all skill sets are important, in every performance area there are

things that are more important than others and you will need to focus on these things first. Just

as you did with the previous step, if you have a difficult time doing this because of a lack of

experience, reach out to someone who is closer to the level you want to reach. You can also do

an objective analysis of the actual sport or event you are training for by finding a video and

reviewing it. This allows you to list the skills you see the athlete or operators using and

thenidentify the times they use those skills. Simple analysis will show you the skills used more

frequently and thoseused less. Skills used more should be tagged as high priority skills that

should be addressed in your training program. Do a current Self Assessment (one part of

figuring out how to get somewhere is to first find out where you are). This is also the step

where we decide if we have the technical skills to meet our goal. This means that you are going

to ask yourself if you have enough knowledge about the techniques required to meet your goal.

If you don’t have the technical expertise or the specific knowledge about a technique, then the

training design cycle will be flawed from the beginning. It is incredibly important, that you

understand that as important as the technique is, it is not the single most important concept of

the training design cycle. It is, however, important enough that you must identify at this step

whether or not you need professional instruction. If you don’t know how to execute a technique

properly and if you don’t understand the small details within any technique, then you really

can’t train effectively. During the needs analysis phase you’ve been identifying whether or not

you have the technical expertise to do the training perfectly. If not, then you’ll have to seek out

or find sources of information that will teach you how to perform those techniques properly.

Good sources of information are training classes, reference books, videos or DVDs. This is a

critical part of your development and should not be ignored. If you fail to pay attention to this

portion of your development, then it is very unlikely you will achieve success in your training

program. I have said and I will say it repeatedly throughout this book that training skills

incorrectly will result in performing them incorrectly, and you simply cannot stop that from

happening. Take the time to ask yourself and answer the question of whether or not you have a

thorough understanding of the techniques you are about to train, before you move to the next

step in this process. List the available resources, and identify anything that may hamper us

from reaching the target goal (ammunition, money, training tools, etc.). This is a phenomenally

important step in the needs analysis process. Without doing this step you may take the time to

define a goal, break down the skills, develop the drills, and begin training only to hit a wall

called,”Out of resources!” If you are reading this in 2010 or 2011 you will likely remember the

difficulty of finding ammunition or supplies for reloading after the Presidential election in 2008.

Failing to identify resources or problems can lead to big headaches later on during your

training program. This step may sound simple and you may be tempted to skip it, but do not.

Find potential problems within your resources before they hamper your ability to meet your

goal. If you write them down they will become actionable items to do something about rather

than problems that interrupt your training. List the methods to overcome or compensate for

things we have identified as potential showstoppers in regards to our resources. This is the

obvious step once you have identified things that may become a problem. An actionable list of

problems is no closer to getting fixed unless you think through the problem and figure out how

you are going to compensate! The painful truth is there may be some items on this list that you

simply can’t fix or control. Financial hardship is probably the single biggest factor along with

time when it comes to actually finding ways to overcome problems and meet a performance

goal. If your will is strong enough, you will find a way. Restate or redefine the goal based on



an objective view of the steps above.Step 3 - Design the Program: Now that you have clearly

defined our goal, and have also done a detailed analysis of what it will take to meet that goal, it

is time to design the program. The steps to program design are:1. Plot the time factors (Set

deadline on a calendar, and count the hours, days, or weeks you have to meet our goal).2. List

the skills and sub skills that are needed to reach the goal. (You researched and wrote these

down above)3. List the critical components of each skill (the things that will make the technique

right or wrong).4. List the estimated time each skill will take to teach/train.
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Eric, “Just what I've been missing. I bought the Kindle version and it's just what I've been

looking for: a methodical, intentional, trackable program for training/practice. I always hated

going to the range without a real plan to improve, making up stuff on the fly, just burning money

down range. I haven't finished the book yet, but at this point already I can tell that this program

is going to help me solve that problem. I recently bought the accompanying Training Logbook
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quickly learned that he's the real deal and someone you should probably listen to if your
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serious about improving your skill at arms.”

Janice K Fujimoto, “An intelligent and comprehensive guide to defensive handgunning. Michael

Seeklander's approach to personal defense is grounded in what works in the real world. His

Defensive Handgun Training program is a comprehensive and systematic guide to bettering

ones physicality, mindset (specific to handgunning) and shooting skills. Mr. Seeklander does a

great job of taking complex processes, breaking them down and making them understandable.I

would highly recommend this guide to all persons who are concerned about their personal

safety and want to enhance their skills.On a side note, I would highly recommend that readers

also look seriously into joining Mr. Seeklander's Amercian Warrior Society. It is web-based

learning platform that covers a diverse set of topics - including situational awareness, unarmed

combatives, defensive blade tactics, and of course firearms skill development. It is one of the

best personal defense sites on the web.Jay Fujimoto”

ecfikani, “A fine skills development book. It is a really good book if you are looking for more

than a how-to book. While the book gives a lot of thought to the skills needed to survive, it also

provides deep insight into how human's learn and the authors view on how to train to develop

the skills. The book does not delve deeply into tactics, ie defending from a car, a home invasion

etc, but more toward skill development. A fine work and an eye opener into a vast array of

skills , both basic and advanced that it might take to survive”

Joe B., “I cannot recommend this book enough!!!. This is the definitive Handgun self-defense

training program and that I cannot recommend this book enough. I have read it several times

along with running the live-fire drills weekly. It has helped my wife and myself create a solid

foundation for handgun comparatives and proficiency. The author has even made available drill

downloadable videos that you can take to the range with you, which I found to be great in

correcting my form and stance during live-fire practice. Also, I got the chance to take a class

from Mr. Seeklander and all I can say is that he is a phenomenal instructor with a wealth of

knowledge in this field so if you get a chance take a class from him you will not be

disappointed.”

Eric van Tassell, “Good stuff but you need to work the program. Good stuff but you need to

work the program.You can read every book ever written on boxing and still not be a fighter.Also

if you're serious about this stuff, engage a competant trainer.”

G. Hinders, “Outstanding!. I have not yet finished the whole book but I can tell you that Michael

Seeklander has it together in this book...the who/what/when/where/why/and how's in this book

are spot-on. Alot of books will tell you a piece of the puzzle, Mike gives you all the info and

explains it very well...now back to the book!”

Mike K, “The guru of gun use.. What an excellent, well written and useful book. There's so

much more to successfully using a handgun in a defensive situation than simply aiming at a

stationary target from a stationary position. This book instructs you on how to be successful

when it counts the most.”

T. J., “Amazing. Well worth the money for a digital and hard copy book. He offers a huge

amount of information in an easily digestible way. No existential musings here, down and dirty

tips for shooters and instructors, MUST READ!”



Marcello Antonio, “Da comprare assolutamente. Testo comprensibile ed argomenti ben

costruiti. Molto completa la seconda parte del libro. Le immagini a colori renderebbero la lettura

più gradevole.”
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